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Abstract XCUITest is a robust tool for automating UI tests for Apple platform’s applications. It offers a 

comprehensive framework for simulating user interactions and verifying UI behaviours. However, a significant 

challenge arises from Apple's sandboxing mechanism, which restricts access to the application container and, 

consequently, the logs generated by the application. This limitation can hinder effective debugging and 

validation of application behaviour. This paper explores a method to overcome this restriction by using a UI 

element within the application itself to capture and retrieve logs during testing. By integrating a lightweight 

logging mechanism directly into the application's UI, we can ensure that log messages are easily accessible to 

the test code. The proposed approach is simple to implement, highly reliable, and does not depend on external 

servers or network connections, making it a practical and efficient solution for developers and testers. 

Additionally, this method maintains the security and integrity of the application's sandbox environment while 

providing valuable insights into its runtime behaviour.  
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Figure 1: Shows the issue with XCUI Tests can’t access the application logs 

 

Introduction 

XCUI Test is an excellent tool for automating UI testing of applications on Apple platforms. It provides a robust 

framework for simulating user interactions and verifying UI behaviours, ensuring that applications function 

correctly across various scenarios. XCUI Test operates by running UI tests as a separate target, which involves 

an additional proxy application being installed on the device. This architecture effectively isolates the test code 

from the application under test (AUT), enhancing the security and stability of the testing process. However, this 

architecture also presents a significant challenge: the sandboxing mechanism enforced by Apple. This security 

feature restricts test code from accessing the application container, making it difficult to retrieve logs generated 
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by the application. These logs are crucial for diagnosing and triaging failures encountered during test execution. 

Without access to these logs, developers and testers may struggle to understand the root causes of issues, 

hindering the debugging process. This limitation necessitates innovative approaches to log retrieval that comply 

with Apple's security constraints while providing the necessary diagnostic information to ensure comprehensive 

and effective testing. 

To address this challenge, two primary approaches can be considered: 

A. Using a Log Server: This approach involves writing a lightweight log server or utilizing an existing 

commercial log server on the cloud to capture and post messages from the application. By implementing a 

custom log server, developers can tailor the logging solution to meet specific needs, ensuring that only 

relevant log data is captured and stored. Alternatively, leveraging a commercial log server can provide a 

robust, scalable solution with minimal setup, often including advanced features like log aggregation, 

searching, and filtering. Once the application is configured to send log messages to the server, the test code 

can then retrieve these log messages using REST APIs. This enables real-time access to the logs, 

facilitating immediate analysis and debugging. The REST API integration allows for seamless 

communication between the test code and the log server, ensuring that log retrieval is efficient and reliable. 

This method not only aids in capturing comprehensive log data but also provides a centralized location for 

log management, making it easier to monitor, analyse, and respond to issues that arise during testing. 

 

 
Figure 2: Shows an alternative solution based on Logging Server 

B. Using a UI Element: This method entails creating an application-wide hidden UI element within the 

application that conditionally compiles to display log messages. This UI element, often a small and 

invisible component like a `UI Text View`, is embedded into the application's main window, ensuring it is 

available across all screens and contexts of the application. The log messages generated by the application 

during runtime are appended to this UI element, providing a live feed of diagnostic information. These log 

messages can then be retrieved and validated using XCUI Tests by accessing the UI element directly. By 

leveraging the capabilities of XCUI Test to interact with UI components, testers can extract the log data 

embedded within this hidden element, allowing for detailed analysis and verification of application 

behaviour. This approach effectively bypasses the sandbox restrictions imposed by iOS, as the test code 

can interact with the UI elements even if it cannot directly access the application's file system or log files. 

Furthermore, the conditional compilation of this logging UI element ensures that it can be included or 

excluded from production builds, maintaining the application's performance and security while still 

providing a valuable tool for debugging and testing during development and quality assurance processes. 

 

 
Figure 3: Shows how UI Element based log UI Element works 

 

Methodology 

A. Implementation in the Application 

[1]. Adding a UI Text View Element 

Incorporate a UI Text View element into the application's main window to ensure its availability 

across all screens. This UI Text View should be designed to be small and unobtrusive, potentially 

even hidden, so it does not interfere with the user interface or user experience. Placing the UI Text 

View in the main window guarantees that it remains accessible no matter which view or screen the 

user navigates to within the application. This element will serve as a container for log messages, 

capturing and displaying logs generated during the application's runtime. By embedding this UI Text 

View, developers create a persistent log viewer that can be accessed and queried by the test code, 

facilitating real-time log monitoring and analysis across the entire application lifecycle. 
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[2]. Creating a Logging Class 

Develop a class, named Automation Logging View, responsible for appending log statements to the 

UI Text View. This class should encapsulate all the functionality related to logging, providing a clean 

and organized way to handle log messages. The Automation Logging View class should offer 

methods to manage and append log entries, ensuring that logs are systematically recorded and 

accessible. This includes methods to initialize the UI Text View, append new log messages, and 

potentially clear old logs to prevent the log view from becoming overloaded. Additionally, the class 

could provide utility functions to format log messages, include timestamps, and categorize logs by 

severity or type. By centralizing logging functionality in this class, developers can ensure consistent 

and reliable log management throughout the application, making it easier to track and debug issues 

during testing and development. 

 
Figure 4: Logging classes for implementation 

 

B. Code example: adding uitextview 

 
class AutomationLoggingView: UITextView { 
    static let shared = AutomationLoggingView() 
 
    private override init(frame: CGRect, textContainer: NSTextContainer?) { 
        super.init(frame: frame, textContainer: textContainer) 
        self.isEditable = false 
        self.isHidden = true 
    } 
 
    required init?(coder: NSCoder) { 
        fatalError("init(coder:) has not been implemented") 
    } 
 
    func appendLog(_ log: String) { 
        self.text.append("\(log)\n") 
    } 
} 
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C. Implementation in XCUITests 

[1]. Accessing the UI Element 

Utilize XCUITest to retrieve the UITextView element. This involves writing test code that 

specifically locates the `UITextView` within the application's UI hierarchy. Once the UITextView 

is identified, the test can access its content, which contains the log messages generated by the 

application. Parsing the logs contained within the element is the next crucial step. The test code must 

extract the log data from the `UITextView`, which may involve reading the text property of the 

element and processing it to separate individual log entries. This parsing process should be designed 

to handle various log formats and ensure that all relevant information is accurately extracted. By 

systematically accessing and parsing the logs, the test code can gather detailed insights into the 

application's behavior, facilitating thorough validation and debugging. 

[2]. Creating Validation Methods 

Develop methods within the test code to verify the content of the logs. These validation methods are 

essential for ensuring that the logs generated by the application meet the expected criteria and 

accurately reflect the application's behavior. The methods should check for specific log entries that 

indicate successful operations, error messages, or other significant events. For example, the test code 

might look for confirmation messages that certain functions were executed or check for the presence 

of error logs when a failure occurs. These methods should be designed to handle a variety of log 

formats and structures, allowing them to parse and interpret the log data effectively. Additionally, the 

validation methods should include assertions to compare the actual log entries with the expected 

results, ensuring that any discrepancies are promptly identified and addressed. By implementing 

comprehensive validation methods, testers can verify that the application behaves as intended and 

quickly detect and diagnose issues that arise during testing. 

D. Code Example: Retrieving Logs in XCUITests 

 

import XCTest 
 
extension XCUIApplication { 
    var logs: String { 
        let textView = self.textViews["AutomationLoggingView"] 
        return textView.exists ? textView.value as? String ?? "" : "" 
    } 
     
    func validateLogEntry(_ entry: String) -> Bool { 
        return logs.contains(entry) 
    } 
} 

 

Analysis 

[1]. Advantages 

A. Simplicity and Speed:  

[1]. This approach is straightforward to implement, requiring minimal additional code. 

[2]. It operates swiftly, ensuring rapid feedback during testing. 

[3]. This approach can be adopted to any other platform where we may have restriction of accessing 

applications under test log or container. 

B. Reliability:  

[1]. Works seamlessly with both simulators and real devices without necessitating changes in code or 

configuration. 

C. No External Dependencies:  

[1]. The method does not rely on external servers or network connections, enhancing its robustness and 

reliability. 

[2]. Disadvantages 

A. Additional Code in Application:  

[1]. Incorporating logging code into the application can introduce overhead and complexity, which must 

be managed appropriately. 
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[2]. This approach will not work if Application code is not owned by the same team which is writing the 

UI Test automation using XCUITest on Apple’s platform. 

B. Log Persistence:  

[1]. Logs will be lost if the application is terminated, requiring strategies to handle such scenarios. 

 

Future Work 

A. Capturing Streaming Logs from stdout: 

[1]. Explore capturing streaming logs directly from stdout using Apple APIs. This approach may require 

applying filters to reduce noise and extract relevant log entries. 

[2]. Investigate methods to effectively filter and manage stdout logs to ensure that only pertinent log 

information is captured and stored. 

B. Grabbing All Logs in Case of Failures:  

[1]. Develop a mechanism within XCUI Test to capture comprehensive logs from the device in the event 

of test failures. This would involve obtaining all Sy diagnose logs and filtering them to isolate logs 

specific to the identified bundle ID. 

[2]. Create efficient methods to handle large log files, ensuring that only essential log data is retained and 

analysed. 

C. Find ways to get logs if application code is not owned by the same team or does not have access to 

application code to add additional UI Element to access the logs. 

 

Conclusion 

The approach of using UI elements to capture logs in XCUI Test presents a viable and efficient solution for 

obtaining application logs during Apple application’s UI testing. By embedding a small, invisible UI element 

that can store log messages, testers can access valuable diagnostic information without needing to bypass 

Apple's sandbox restrictions. This method significantly simplifies the logging process, making it accessible 

directly from the testing environment. Despite some limitations, such as the additional code required within the 

application and the potential loss of logs if the app is terminated unexpectedly, its ease of implementation and 

reliability make it a compelling choice for many testing scenarios. The fact that it works seamlessly with both 

simulators and real devices without needing changes in code or configuration further underscores its practicality. 

Future work will explore additional methods for capturing and managing logs, including leveraging stdout and 

comprehensive device logs, to further enhance the testing process. Specifically, capturing streaming logs from 

stdout could provide real-time insights into application behavior, though this may require sophisticated filtering 

techniques to manage noise. Additionally, implementing a way to collect all relevant logs from the device in the 

event of test failures, including Sy diagnose logs, could offer a more holistic view of the application's state, 

enabling more thorough debugging and analysis. These advancements would build on the current approach, 

aiming to provide even more robust and detailed logging capabilities for XCUI Test 
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